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'Rely' linked to disease
**-■•

Faulty tampons distributed to females here
By TERESA CAVINESS

The use of tampons now is
the subject of controversy
after being linked by the
federal government to a new
disease known as .toxic shock
syndrome.
After reported cases of toxic
shock began to increase this
year, the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) in Atlanta
began studies which concluded a strong link between
the disease and the use of
tampons, especially Proctor
and Gamble's Rely brand.
Rely tampons, which were
distributed to James Madison
University female residents in
a sampler at the beginning of
the semester, have been
recalled by Proctor and
Gamble pending further investigation.
Most toxic shock victims
become ill within five days of
beginning a menstrual period,
experiencing a sudden onset
of high fever, vomiting,
diarrhea and a rapid decrease
in blood pressure. This results
in shock and a rash which
resembles a sunburn.
THE SYNDROME mostly
occurs in women ages 30 and
younger, although at least 40
of the reported 340 cases involve men. The suspect
bacterium,
staphylococcus
auras, also can enter the
bloodstream through sores or
cuts on the skin or in the
mouth.
Some researchers believe
the superabsorbent tampons
provide a breeding place for
the bacterium. Rely, as well
as some of its competitors, are
inserted with a plastic tube
which CDC experts think may
cause abrasion in the vagina,
thus allowing the bacterium to
enter the bloodstream.
This theory so far remains

I

unproven, as the CDC has not
yet
obtained
sufficient
medical data.
The strong link between
toxic shock and the use of Rely
tampons was concluded this
summer by the CDC after
research found that at least
one half the women who
contracted the disease used
that brand.

RELY WAS introduced in
1974 and was the first of the
"superabsorbent" sanitary
products. Rely is uniquedifferent from other tampons
which are made of cotton and
rayon.
Proctor and Gamble's
product, however, is made of
a common polyester foam
chopped into small pieces and
chips of an organic absorber

called carbonmethylcellulose
(a chemical polymer whose
chain-like structure leaves
space
to
hold
liquid
molecules).
Rely's shape also is different from other tampons; it
expands radially, supposedly
providing a better fit which
gives women more protection.
Proctor and Gamble claims
the CDC's findings are not

conclusive and that its own
tests conducted before Rely's
release showed no cases of
toxic shock syndrome.
The Food and Drug Administration
is
warning
women not to use Rely and
advocates a public education
campaign to publicize the
symptoms of the illness so
that young women will be
aware of the disease.
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Correction
An article on school
scheduling in the Sept. 30 issue
of The Breese stated that the
eight week-session classes
will meet Tuesday and
Thursday for one hour each
day. The classes will actually
meet each day for two hours
and 20 minutes. The Breese
regrets the error.

FASHIONABLE FURNITURE
AT LANTASTIC PRICES!
Comfortable swing rocker of canvas
in assorted colors. Easy to move and
store. Regular price 29.95
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Butcher block table set great
for kitchen or porch. Set includes 4 chairs. Regular price
170.00

Special

I Cannondale
j Front Packs
10% *ff

108.88
Table separately, Reg. 70.00
Chairs separately, Reg. 25.00

Around corner
from Spanky's"
434-9484

49.88
14.88
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Completion dates set

University responds to handicap violations
i

By JENNIFER YOUNG and
DONNA SIZEMORE
In response to recent accusations of federal violations
regarding handicapped
facilities, James Madison
University has devised a plan
to begin compliance with the
regulations set by the Office of
Civil Rights.

for voluntary compliance.
"I'm sure we'll resolve the
problems with Madison in the
end with no real problems,"
Dewey said.
JMU was required to
respond to OCR's accusations
of alleged violations of Section
504 of the Rehabilitative
Services Act

I'm sure we'll resolve
the problems with Madison'
The university will provide
additional facilities for the
handicapped in accordance to
OCR's recent report which
cited 19 university violations.
Completion dates have been
set, and high priority projects
will be accomplished first,
according to Dr. John Mundy,
director of administrative
affairs here.
According to Dewey Dobbs,
of the Office of Civil Rights,
his office intends to work hard

ACCORDING TO MUNDY,
JMU will work with funds
which now are available, in its
attempt to complete an
agreement with OCR.
For example in Burruss
Hall, OCR requires the installation of an elevator and
the modification of four
bathrooms, but because of
insufficient funds, this project
is not one of high priority.
Instead, the university will
concentrate on nroiects that

are within its financial
limitations.
According to Mundy, the
university will take two
positions against OCR, if it
disputes the report.
One argument JMU will use
is that additional funding is
necessary to cover the cost of
installing elevators.
The other argument is from
section
504
of
the"
Rehabilitative Services Act
which states, "a recipient is
not required to make each of
its existing facilities or every
part of a facitlity accessible to
and usable by handicapped
persons."
* "IF THEY SHOW us their
programs are accessible, and
that our investigation did not
get all the facts, then we'll
listen," Dobbs said
JMU will present OCR with
alternative solutions to the
construction of elevators. For
example, the only violation
cited in Johnston Hall was the
lack of an elevator. Therefore,

the classes could be moved to
other locations that woulo be
more easily accessible to
handicapped students, Mundy
said.
After approval by the Board
of Visitors, the JMU report
will be sent to OCR, and if the
organization does not accept
the university's solution to the

handicap violations, a 90-day
negotiation period will follow.
However, according to
Dobbs, this period can be
extended.
Dobbs said that while
JMU's failure to comply
ultimately could lead to an
admistrative hearing, the
possibility is unlikely.

SKIER
CYCLISTS BAGS
for
LAUNDRY
SCHOOL
25% off HIKERS
FISH
STUDENTS
SHOULDER
PARKAS 3/4 Length Gov't Surplus
_
3.5a each
Allkinds of Riding Equipment for
The Horse • Pony - Rider

Tack Room of

Rockingham
Bag and Canvas Co.
18 West Johnson St.
Directions:
Go out North Exit- Pass Hospital to
aid of Mason St.- Turn right 50 ft.
Then turn left behind the
Shell Service Station.
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Professor assists
cancer research,
creates molecules

A

By JULIE WILBER
Cancer, the disease that
,
claims more than 460,000 lives
a year, still is a mystery after
decades of research.But one
chemistry professor at James
Madison University is indirectly assisting the search
for its cure.
"I try to think that what I'm
_ doing is helping in a small
way. But cancer's such a big
_* problem that this is probably
the most that any one person
can do —to contribute in a
small way."
Dr. Robert Atkins, an
organic chemist here, has
been assisting the National
Cancer Institute for more than
two years. He and a group of
students
together
with
another chemistry professor,
Dr. Donna Amenta, have been
studying the relationship
between
chemicals and
cancer.
"It seems like what I'm
doing has some purpose, some
meaning to it," Atkins said.
"Something that has a
practical goal can have some
benefit, as in this case,
learning more about cancer, I find really exciting.
"What I'm doing is trying to
synthesize molecules which
are thought to be related to the
way certain chemicals cause
cancer in animals," Atkins
said. These molecules are
important to a/ group of
researchers at the N.C.I., with
whom Atkins is collaborating.
By
synthesizing
these
molecules at JMU. Atkins
creates cancer-causing, or
carcinogenic, compounds in
larger quantities than the
researchers at the N.C.I, can
produce themselves. "When
we make a final target
compound that we're after, we
bring the sample to the

Cancer Institute in Bethesda,
Maryland, and they use it in
their studies."
The Institute is concerned
with
how
carcinogenic
chemicals change in the
bodies of laboratory animals.
Atkins said he recently heard
from the researchers that a
compound sample he sent last
spring "had been quite useful
in some of their work."
Atkins is trying to complete
syntheses that has been in
progress many months. One
of the problems with organic
rthesis is that it moves
vly.
"You can easily spend
several years on a project,
and have very few final
results. Because what you're
after is this final target
molecule, it may take many
steps to get to it," Atkins said.
"The findings of what we
are doing here is to make
these molecules. In a broader
sense, what we're contributing toward is an attempt
to understand how chemicals
interact with a . living
organism to cause cancer.',
Atkins'
interest
in
chemistry related to cancer is
an outgrowth of his concern
with laboratory safety and
chemical toxicity.
Atkins
teaches a laboratory safety
course at JMU.
He pursued his interest in
carcinogens by contacting a
researcher, Dr. Elizabeth
Weisberger, at the N.C.I. "She
expressed an interest in
collaborating with an organic
chemist who could provide the
Institute with
reference
samples of some of the
compounds they're studying."
Since spring 1978, Atkins has
worked with Weisberger,
"who is fairly prominent at
the National Cancer In-

IT SEEMS LIKE what I'm doing has some
purpose, some meaning to it,' said Dr. Robert
stitute." Through several
studies, she has made considerable strides, " Atkins
said.
The summer of 1979, Atkins
received a JMU research
grant from
the N.G,I.
Weisberger requested Atkins
join her research group at
Bethesda, and Atkins was
awarded a research and

Atkins, a JMU organic professor.

development leave from JMU.
From January to May 1981, he
will be working full-time with
the Carcinogen Metabolism

group at the N.C.I.
"It would be a logical ex(Continued on Page 7)
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TEMPTATION..

U.S. 33 East - 434-5775
Open 7 days a week ■ 11 a.m. lOp.m
Monday's
save $3.00
2 for 1 Sirloin Filet
$4.99

Succumb to the temptation to feel spoiled. Luxuriate in the feeling of knowing
you look like a million dollars. Let our
cosmetic consultants help you design
your facial care and cosmetic system.
Charles of the Rltz or Estee Lauder.
Cosmetics-Main Floor.
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[Tuesday's 2 for 1 Ribeyes

$5.29*}

[Wednesday's Sirloin Tips

$TT9~9"|

Thursday's
2 for 1 New York Strips

S4.99

'.Friday's Sirloin-Filet

?2.99T|

Saturday's Filet Mignon

$4.69]

Sunday's 2 for I Ribeyes

$5.2JH

SAVE
SAVE
Quarter Pound Pound Cheeseburger
®* 42 Item Salad Bar
Reg. $2.59
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OUTDOOR CLOTWMQ

f HE OUTFITTERS
roS-433-9547'
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M on-Wed
} 0-6
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Thurs &O tFriS
10-7
Sat 10-5

Rolling Hill*
Shopping Center
7W e. M..k.t si
Hwrtoonbwg. V*
22(01

SEE US FOR... Ski rentals-Grqss^
X-Country Downhill
Backpacking Equipment & Rentals
Climbing Equipment Boast Shirts
Outdoor Clothing
NIKE RUNNING EQUIPMENT
• SALE ITEMS*
Rossiqnol Raquets up to 40% off
Ne jr Harvey's Warehouse

Employment offers down
here, recession the cause
By CINDY RUSSELL
"Two years ago, the Student
Employment Office was
swamped with job orders,"
said Libba Hall, the coordinator of this service, "but
now in the recession, I get only
15-20 job orders a week."
The shortage of prospective
employment make obtaining
work difficult for the more
than 200 James Madison
University students already
registered with Hall's office.
Students interested in offcampus part-time or temporary employment come into
the office to fill out the
necessary paperwork or to be
interviewed by Hall. Students
are asked to list employment
they would be interested in
and Hall attempts to match

^S>iiNm^_

I
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jobs in her file with the
students.
This
service
doesn't
guarantee
the
student's
employment but rather is
used as a referral service,
Hall noted.
-Si,

We'll cut your reading and
studying time to the bone.
COME TO A FREE MINI-LESSON
(with absolutely no obligation, ef course)
No reservations necessary - choose the most convenient time.
talking about the same course President Kennedy hod his Joint Chiefs of Staff take.
Senators and Congressmen hove taken it. So
have Captains of Industry. Why not you?

You think we're putting you on? It doesn't sound
believable? Well, you'd better believe it. Wire

Over 1,000,000 people hove completed our
course and found it's actually easier to rood

faster. You con be o slow reader, have a
medium-site IQ. it takes no special brains,
skills or talents. Just eyes. We'll show you how
you con rood and study faster in only one hour
at a free Mini-Lesson. The burden of proof is all
on us—you've got nothing to lose but your
grind.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
October 7
5:30 & 8 pm

\.

October*
5:3b & 8 pm

October 9
5:30 & 8 pm

HOLIDAY INN
HARRISONBURG
MINI LESSONS HELD DAILY AT 5:30pm & 8 pm

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

.-IK
II i

AI.UASVQ-J'D

I cant believe I read the
whole thing.

Gradual** of the Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamic* Court* read an averoge of 5 times
faster than when they storied . . . and they
understand morel

,r - if*-

"IT'S
JUST
another
resource to use when jobhunting, she added. "If a job
order comes in which the
particular student is qualified
for, he or she will be referred
to the employer."
After referring students,
'
Hall completes follow-up^r
work, allowing her to verifythe hiring and see how pleased
the employer is with the
student.
When Hall has extra time
and a unusually qualified
student
applicant.
she
practices "job development,"
in which she calls the employers and asks if they could
use this student
There is not much time to
devote to this service and it is
very risky, Hall noted, adding
*
that she has to be 100 percent
sure of the employee so be or
she will not poorly reflect the
service.
Most jobs Hail has available
are domestic such as housecleaning and yard work. The
majority of her job-orders
come from JMU professors
who often do not have time to
do things around the house
and are interested in helping
college students, according to
Hall.
THE
STUDENT
Em
ployment Office, which began
four years ago, is an outreach
program of the Youth Employment Service, a division
of the Virgina Employment
Commission.
The campus office, located
in the Warren University
Union-—and open Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays,
serves the same function as
the VEC, Hall said, but is
located on ' campus for
student's convenience.

Marcum
promoted
George L. Marcum, James
Madison University's director
of buildings and grounds, has
been appointed director of the
university's physical plant
department.
He
succeeds
Eugene
Wagner who retired this
summer after 13 years as
director.
Marcum was construction
superintendent
for
a
Washington,
D.C.,
construction firm before coming
to JMU four years ago as
superintendent for buildings
'and grounds.
Prior to that he spent 22
years in the U.S. Marine
Corps as a utilities engineer
and later,
a facilities
engineer.

r
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Run
Logan's
Bhiestone
By JULIE WILBER
Some persons run for their
health. Others run for office.
But, OcL 10, a group of James
Madison University students
are running because they
care.
Friday night, 30 students

by on and off campus activites. This week, fraternities and sororities will
compete for which group can
collect the most money.
Donations can be made at the
booth in front of Gibbons
Dining Hall.

The project hat co llected more than
$8,000 over the last four yeart
will leave the steps of the U.S.
Capitol in Washington D.C.,
for the Logan's Run
a
relay
marathon
to
Harrisonburg.
The fifth annual Logan's
Run is a fund-raising drive for
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital. In the past four
years, the project has
collected more than $8,000 for
the hospital, and this year
participants hope to raise
$2,000.

Residents of the Bhiestone
area dormitories organise and
participate in the project,
according to Jan Wise,
assistant director of the
residence halls.
Merv Webb, Logan's Run
representative from
Rpckingham Haspital noted
he thought it was commendable for students to want
to benefit the community of
Harrisonburg.
"There's been an excellent
response from the community,"
Wise said.
"Everyone's heard of Logan's
Run."
Local
radio,
television, and newspapers
have given the run "excellent
■coverage," she noted.
Tne runners will arrive at
the Capitol Friday evening
and will begin the Run at 7:30
p.m. Teams of two runners
will run distances of two miles
before the next team begins.
This process will continue
through the night until
Satuday afternoon when the
group arrives at the steps of
Rockingham Hospital.
"For the first leg of the run,
you're really enthusiastic,"
Huebersaid. "You're usually
burned out by the second and
third legs, because you've run
too fast Then by the fourth,
everyone starts to get a little
silly and do crazy things. It's
more fun and relaxed near the
end. By the last leg, you're
thinking 'I hope it's over
soon.'"
Students participating in
Logan's Run raise the funds

Other fund-raising activities
include a daily raffle this
week in the post office lobby of
the Warren University Union,
and a collection at Stop-In, in
which three Logan's Run
representatives sat on the roof,
from midnight to noon.

to run from Washington to Harrisonburg
In addition, each runner has
sponsors, which is what
collects the most money,
according to Jim Hueber, cochairman of the project
"I feel like I'm really accomplishing something for
someone else," he said. Wise
noted that participating in
Logan's Run is a good way for
Bhiestone residents to unite
and work together.
Logan's Run was originated
five years ago by the men in
Logan Hall. Frank O'Brien,
theruhead resident of-Logan,
had stayed in the hospital and
was pleased with care be
received, Webb said
So
O'Brien decided the students
should do something for the
hospital, and Logan's Run was
created.

Siladium rings are made from a fine jeweler's
stainless alloy that produces a brilliant white
lustre. It is unusually strong and is resistant
to deterioration from corrosion or skin
reactions.
In short, it's quality and durability at an *»
affordable price.

Both men's and women's Siladium ring
styles are on sale this week only through
your ArtCarved representative. Trade in
your 10K gold high school ring and save
even more.
It's a great way of saying you've earned it.

XCOLLEGE RINGS

W<mibonkng
Q(vdi*CvritiK
20(,S SMAIN *34-5l3t
M/1.V8-5JO SON. fgS

rfuAoiayf

(Save up to $20 on Siladium* College Rings.)

Symbolizing your ability to achieve.

YOUR DORM
WITH GRECN
PLANTS FP0M

?.\X\H

THE $74.95
DIPLOMA.

/IKORVED
BRIGHTEN VP

m- -L*

OCT. 8.9,10
Date

V

DOni/CTHDC
U^^/|\J || \J f\ t

LOBBY
Location

JMU BOOKSTORE
Deposit required. Master Charge or Visa accepted.

© 1980 ArtCarved College Rin^
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Fall Weather and Bicycling
Are Made For Each Other
Fall..

will on lit way. yoy'ra going lo bo
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> rldas thru Itio countryaldo Wo tovt
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Bias exists in education
By DEBBIE NORMAN
"In each college and
university, the main courses
should
outlive
extra-

curricular activities. The
main focus should ffe an
image of what is important in
the past—this is the survival
of the academic."

aCKLES UOfftM
SALES Ma9«BMCC(

..4W^»»

"FREE"
APARTMENT
Rmt Ftn, 1 Biir-m Apt., Ut, l$r§9 KHekt*,

Sm. Sndf, M.
I
UtllHit* *W nMh.lttutu* ht <*»#/##
offict kU§. 9*4 torn t Bthlh work
Appeal Ukn.pt tmtt.
la H kar§.
Caaph Prtftrrtl

mtmmtPtn.
WRITE:

Apart" Mt
P.O. Bw 1234
Harrimbir§, VA

FOR ALL YOU DO AT JMU

THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU!
^
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Daniel Boorstin, oi tne
Library of Congress, lectured
to James Madison University
students and faculty Thursday
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre as
part of the Seventh Annual fall
Arts and Sciences Symposium. His topic concerned
the many biases that exist in
American colleges today.
A bias in survival exists in
the field of religion, according
to Boorstin. " Valuable 17th
century books which were
once vital to the history and
study of religion are now
relatively expensive and hard
to find."
Boorstin added that these
books are important in the
preservaiton
of
various
religious
myths
and
traditions. "This is the survival of the unread," he said.
Another bias in college
education today exists in the
text books, according to
Boorstin. "There is a bias of
successes which exists in
college books," he said. "For
example, the history of the
civil war is of nationalism and
triumph.
"We must take measures to
ensure that the survival of the
past will not flourish,"
Bewstin continued. "If we
don't, then the fiction of
romance and philosophy will
be gone. Only recent books
will survive."

^Research
(Continued from Page 4)
tension of my collaboration
here to collaborate withjbem
up there, and try to learn,
some of the techniques they're
using for this kind of
research," Atkins said
"There's a lot more known
about how to treat cancer than
there is about bow to prevent
it And to prevent it, you have
to hare a pretty good understanding of what causes it
Causes on a molecular level
are what this research group
is trying to find out"
Atkins believes he only is
indirectly
involved with
cancer research, because he
and bis students "are just
trying to add to the information
the
Institute
already has about cancer
causes."
"I'm still an organic
chemist," Atkin said. "I'm not
at the forefront of learning all
the why's and wherefore's of
cancer, but perhaps what I'm
doing is helping in a small'
way. And if that's of some
benefit,
I'm
certainly
satisfied."

V---

JOHND. BLAND CO.,

Inc.

HT. 11 MOUTH, ffO'.BOX 980' VfBOMA VtBOtMIA 24482
PHONES (703) MS-81^1, 88S-8132. 985-8133

Atkins has delivered a
departmental seminar here on
some of his research. He
hopes that when syntheses are
completed, he can write a
paper, or series of papers,
regarding his work. This
would
"lend itself to
presenting papers at scientific
meetings?^
Students, who have worked
with Atkins on this protect for
the last two years, have
presented papers at departmental research symposiums
each
spring.

'
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Exams started during WW U

Students can advance through CLEP tests
By KELLY BOWERS
Although
most James
Madison University students
take College Level Exam
Program tests during freshmen orientation, they may be
taken throughout the school
year.
According to Dr. Elizabeth
Finlayson, Deep of Summer
School and Student Orien-

study subjects. It's almost
like textbook information,"
explained Finlayson.
General tests in English,
general
math,
natural
science, humanities and social
science are available to incoming freshman. Algebra, a
subject test, is recommended
for students who have to take

Student* may take CLEP tests anytime
throughout their college career*
tation, students here may take
the tests at any point in
college, provided they have
not taken an advanced course
in the same subject as the test.
The CLEP tests, originally
established to allow WW II
military personnel to enter
college at an advanced level,
give college level credit in
specified courses.
IN THE EARLY 70'*, the
tests were opened up to high
school students and have been
part of JMU's orientation
program for the last five
years, Finlayson explained.
The tests are divided into
two classifications, general
and subject General exams
measure knowledge in varied
subjects while subject tests
are "geared to specific college

Math 205, Intro, to.Calculus,
she explained.
The amount of credit
possible in each tost varies
with the department
Finlayson explained that JMU
allows a maximum of 24
credits through CLEP tests.
The tests are all reviewed
and approved by the particular academic departments, to determine how
much credit will be allowed
for each test Finlayson said
A minimum of a C is required.

the tests this summer 58
percent received college level
credit
The tests are offered once a
month at the Counseling and
Student Development Center
for other students. All of the
general tests and more subject tests are available, said
Finlayson, adding that subject
tests range "from general
service to business to nursing."
In addition to CLEP tests,
individual
departmental
credit exams are offered here.
Department tests offer more
flexibitlity and are less expensive than CLEP tests,
according to Dr.
Fay
Reubush, Dean of Admissinos
and Records.
Department tests, which
cost $15 as compared with $20
for CLEP tests, must be
arranged through the individual academic department Reubush said.

X MAD NO IDEA CLEP TESTS
COOLD BE SO IMPORTANT/

THE TESTS are scored
during orientation and the,
student's advisor knows the
results before the student fills
out a class schedule the
second day of orientation,
Finlayson said.
Of the 521 students who took

Barctift will work
to help minorities
By SUZANNE CALE
"In the past the University
Program Board and the Black
Student Alliance have had
some minor conflicts and,
„ hopefully, with my being there
they can be avoided in the
future," said Angela Barclfit,'
about her appointment as
chairperson for the Minority
Affairs Committee,
In this position, Barclift will
serve on the UPB exective
council, to represent minority
interests in the rJ»""j"g of
campus entertainment
"In the past blacks have
felt as if they didn't have
much of a voice in the UPB,"
Barclift said. "As a result, we
formulated a task force
through the Black Student
Alliance."
Barclift already has begun
to organize her activities, and
pointed out that studentsblack and white-often have
similar tastes in music, lectures and movies, she said,
adding that , it is these

similarities she wants to
emphasize rather than the
differences.
BARCLIFT RECOGNIZES
that blacks are not the only
minority on JMU's campus,
and plans to support the types
of programs that both blacks
and whites will enjoy.
The major event that
Barclift will be responsible for
organizing is Black Emphasis Month in February.
The agenda of black oriented
events will include a series of
speakers, a gospel extravaganza, a pot luck dinner,
several movies and possibly a
concert The month wQUte
oriented toward the eduction
and awareness of all students,
Barclift said.
"Many schools support a
'Black Awareness week',"
according
to
Barclift,
"however, a week isn't long
enough. It is really something
that should last 12 months out
of the year."
To ride the rolling thunder* and leol
the" power ol freedom. You go lor rt^

Heishman's

Making the most ol now.

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.
I M,.k«i M li>«a Rtud Hjnbanburl. V.. 22*01

Th« Oltw Guyi

STATE
INSPECTION
STATION

WHEEL AllONMENT
BRAKES • SHOCKS
TUNf UP - UuFFl EBS
WHEEL BALANCE
BATTERIES

From the lito you live to the beer you
drfnk. And since JB49, Hie beer that
makes the most out ot lite is Schliti.

Gofbrit!
+F SchStz
areat.
SchUtz makes it great.

703-424-5*35

Dod Distributing
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-Announcements
Logan Hall
Residents of Logan Hall are
taking pledges to help a 3year-old local cancer victim
as a community service
project. The girls will lock
themselves in the dorm TV
lounge for 24 hours Oct. 17 at 7
p.m. For more information,
call 4058 or 6244.

Math Careers
A career program on the
topic of applied math and
physics will be held Oct. 8 at
4:30 p.m. in WUU D. A
reception will follow the
program which is sponsored
by PI Mu Epsilon, the Physics
Society and Career Planning
and Placement.

20 minutes from JMU
campus on Rt. 11 South
near New Market

INS
"Jtatiurant

FDR A RELAXING EVENING
CFOOCKTA&S, DINING, AND
QUIETMUSC
ENJOY OUR SUNDAY BRUNCH
FROMllam-2pm
- SERVING DINNER
4pm-llpmTue. Thru Sat
Sunday Dinner 3pm-10pm
CLOSED MONDAYS
^Sw^ENJOY LUNCHEON^IpiOR DINNER DURINGH^

Athletic Tickets
Full-time JMU studenU will
be admitted to all home
athletic games by showing
their I.D. at the gate. Guest
tickets for the student section
are $2. For certain home
basketball games, students
will have to pick up tickets in
advance on a first come, first'
serve basis at the Athletic
Ticket Office in Godwin.
Dates and times for picking up
these advanced tickets will be
announced.

Chem. Society
The Chemical Society will
meet Oct. 8 at 5:45 p.m. in
Miller 107. A brief business
meeting will be followed by a
lecture on chemistry careers
by Dr. Ottenbright of Virginia
Commonwealth University.

Seminar
A biology seminar on The
History and Principles of
Cheese Making will be held
Oct. 14 at 4 p.m. in Burruss
212. Dr. William Collins of
Virginia Tech's Dept of Food
Science is guest speaker.

Spec. Ed.
A career program on
special education will be held
Oct. 9 at 5 p.m. in WUU D. A
reception will ' follow the
program which is sponsored
by the Council for Exceptional
Children and Career Planning
and Placement.

The Society for Collegiate
Journalists is accepting applications for membership.
Sophomores with one year
campus media experience and
juniors or seniors with two
years campus media experience are eligible for
membership. For more information call 5940 or 4344275.

Absentee Ballots
The deadline for applying
for absentee ballots is 5 p.m.
Oct. 30. Contact your local
registrar to become eligible to
vote Nov. 4.

NAEA
The National Art Education
Association will bold a wine
and cheese meeting Oct. 8 at S
p.m. in Duke A103. Anyone
interested is invited.

■ ■■■>.

CCBD
The Council for Children
with Behavior Disorders will
hold a general meeting Oct 7
at 6 p.m. in the WUU.

Fall Festival
The Buckingham Memorial
Hospital Auxiliary will hold a
plant craft, and bake sale
Oct 8, 34 p.m. and Oct. 9, 10
a.m.-3
p.m.
in
the
Harrisonburg Electric
Commission's
community
room on Bruce Street

Auditions for directing class
scenes will be held Oct. 12 at 2
p.m. in Wampler. Scenes will
be performed - in early
November.

Resumes
A resume writing workshop
will be held Oct. a, 1:45-2:45
p.m. in the .WUU. Sign up in
Career
Planning
and
Placement

Careers
A career selection workshop
will be held Oct. 8,2-3 p.m. in
the WUU. Sign up in Career
Planning and Placement
All announcemenH wtutati b. typed
dowMa-tpectd and Brought to Tht
Breait announcement box In tht
hetemtnt of wine- price MHH specify
In what tout detet tht Ttiowxtiifil
should run. Tht dttdilnc tor announcement! In tht Friday tout M noon
Tuesday and tor tht Tutaday Italia a)
noon Friday. Aimouncmenti will not bt
accaplad by phone.

REMODELING SALE
See Last Friday'* Iaaue For Details .

MANY
UNADVERTISED
SPECIALS

|^Ehr9a Featuring; le^miL
Great Food end Gemuetlichkelt! -

I

The College of William and
Mary Graduate Business
School will be interviewing on
campus Oct. io, io am.. 4
p.m. in the Interview Center
Sign up in advance at Career
Planning and Placement
Alumnae Hall.

Directing

'^J^^***-

I

Grad School f

SCJ

SAVE UP TO 60%

TAPES
1
STEREOS I
GUITARS
List $6.99
SPEAKERS
NOW $2.98
AMPLIFIERS
ALBUMS
"ACE HAMMERS
OUT THE DEALS"

AMFEX Craadaastsr C«e Pre II,
LHettaie Warranty

60 W. WATER ST. HAW I SON BURG
I'HOfiE 434-7647
110 4 JEFFERSON ST. LEXINGTON
JHOKt 463-3338

;r^

Harrisonburg Hours
Mon.-:8*U A.M. to 1 A.M. Sun. 20 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Lexington Hours
AA on-Sat 9 AM to 1 AM
Sun 10 Am to 1 AM

"**» .

26 PLEASANT HILL RD
Harrisonburg , Va
434-4722

I
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Cocaine ban

Rolling Stone

Toxic Shock

Rolling Stone magazine has been a tabloid
newspaper during the 13 years of its existence,
but that's about to change.
The publishers of the music publication
report that beginning with the January 22nd
issue, Rolling Stone will switch to a magazine
format. There will be another change, too. The
cover price will jump to $1.50 from the current
$1.25.

A California microbiologist is claiming that
toxic shock syndrome, the newly discovered
illness striking women who use tampons, may
actually be scarlet fever.
Patrick Schlievert, assistant professor of
Microbiology and Immunology at UCLA, says
that toxic shock syndrome looks and acts
exactly like scarlet fever. He says, for
example, that the symptoms of toxic shock
a pinkish red skin rash, fever, diarrhea, low
blood pressure and shock
all correspond to
the symptoms of scarlet fever.
Schlievert says he examined the body fluid
from 100 toxic shock syndrome patients, including a few men and a woman who did not
use tampons. He reports that in all cases, the
bacterial toxin in the fluid behaved exactly like
a scarlet fever toxin.

Jeans aim-on
Women wearing perfume may turn men on if
the women are dressed in jeans, but they seem
to turn the males off if the women are wearing
skirts instead.
At least, that's what Purdue University
researcher Robert Baron found out in a recent
experiment.
Baron paired male and female college
students, and then asked them to rate the
women according to attraction and social
perception: some women wore jeans and a
drop or two of jungle gardenia perfume; other
women wore the perfume and a skirt, blouse
and hose; and still others didn't wear the
perfume at all.
Baron reports that when the women were
dressed casually and also dabbed on some
perfume, men found them warm and romantic.
However, if the women were more formally
dressed and wore the same perfume, the men
found them to be colder and less romantic.
Baron suggests that the perfume, together
with the fancy clothes may have been seen by
the men as "too much of a good thing," and
may have led men to think the more formally
dressed women were unattainable and aloof.

Gambler's Disease
Increasing numbers of people are contracting gamblers' disease.
Robert Politzer and James Morrow of the
Johns Hopkins Universty say that currently
there are more than one million compulsive
gamblers in the U.S.
Politzer and Morrow say compulsive
gamblers have a progressive behavior
disorder in which a person has an uncontrollable preoccupation with gambling.
' The researchers say symptoms include
owing large sums in gambling debts; being in
the throes of job instability; and being involved
in or about to face court proceedings because
of illegal attempts to get gambling money.
The insurance industry estimates that more
than half of the $40 (B) billion (dollars) embezzled last year was taken by persons who
needed to cover gambling obligations.

Recreational cocaine users in France may
have a hard time finding the drug if the French
government goes ahead with its plan to ban
"coke" from its drug supplies.
Currently in France, cocaine may be given
only to terminally ill cancer patients; and now
the French Academy of Medicine is recommending that the drug be taken off pharmacological lists altogether because of its
abuse potential.
Medical officials with the Academy are
recommending that cocaine be banned completely and be replaced with a local synthetic
anesthesia.

•

Bodies war

Pacific News Service reports that "a virtual
war over dead bodies" has broken out within
the U.S. funeral industry.
According to Pacific News, the battle is
especially intense in California where so-called
"no-frills" cremation companies have succeeded in capturing a large portion of the
burial business.
The low-cost "no-frills" firms commonly
offer disposal of ashes at sea without a casket,
urns, embalming and other services. According to Pacific News, these "Burn and
Scatter" firms charge as little as $250, compared to the $2500 average charge for a
traditional funeral.
This growing shift to the "Burn and Scatter"
approach is said to have resulted in an unprecedented failure rate in California among
hearse companies, funeral homes and casket
manufacturers who, last year, sold 23,000
fewer caskets than in 1978.

A look at what's happening around die nation, around the world
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Cash available
through grants

«*jft>
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ONE COULD SAY that acting continues at
Gibbons Dining HaU cafeteria two, as this
couple eats sn ice cream sandwich s la

deux. On the left is Lucie Darne. who is
rapidly munching her way toward
Maurice Morrison,
____

The Youthgrants program of
the National Endowment for
the humanities will offer over
100 cash awards across the
nation this fallto young people
in their teens and early
twenties, including many
college
and
university
students, to pursue non-credit,
out-of-the classroom projects
in the humanities. The
deadline for submission of
completed applications is
November 15, 1980.
An annotated exhibition of
20th century war-time 'homefront' activities in Minnesota
and Wisconsin, a booklet on
the history of the sheep industry in Vermont, an anthropologicalfilm about a Los
Angeles gypsy community,
and a collection and study of
migrant-worker border
ballads in South Texas are
some of the projects undertaken by college and
university-age youth.
The grants, which offer up
to $2,500 to individuals and up
to $10,000 for groups ($15,000
for certain high-cost media

projects)
are
intended
primarily for those between
the ages of 15 to 25 who have a
ways to go before completing
academic or professional
training. While the program
cannot provide scholarship
support or financial aid for
degree-related work, it is the
only federal program which
awards money directly to
young people for independent
work in the humanities. The
humanities include such
subject areas as history,
ethnic studies, folklore, anthropology, linguistics, and
the history of art.
If you are interested in the
program, a copy of the
guidelines should be on file at
the campus Placement Office
or the Office of Contracts and
Grants. If not, please write
before October 15th, 1980, if
you wish to meet this year's
deadline, to:
Youthgrants Guidelines
Mail Stop 1093-C
National Endowment for the
Humanities
Washington, D.C. 20608

National fellowships available for minorities
The National Research
Council plans to award some
34-40
Postdoctoral
Fellowships for Minorities.

The program is designed to
provide opportunities for
continued education and
experience in research to

American
Indians
and
Alaskan Natives (Eskimo or
Aleut), Black Americans,
Mexican Americans-Chicanos

Schlitz Malt Liquor

DON'T SAY BEER
-SAY BULL!
•

■

Warsaw Ave 434-7948 (from stoplight
at JMU's South Main St. entrance, straight
down Warsaw Ave, One Block on right)

support from the National
Endowment
for
the
Humanities, citizens of the
United States who are
members of one of the
designated minority groups,
who are engaged in college or
university teaching and who
hold doctoral degrees may
apply for a fellowship award
of one year's duration.
Awards will be made in the
areas of behavioral and social
sciences, humanities, EMP
fields (engineering sciences,
mathematics, physical

I

.

MON-WED
■

Old Milwaukee i2oz. bottles
Picls (Draft &)Llght)
Stroll* IZOI. cans (Reg & Light)
Budwieser 1201. bottles

$1.89
$1.39
$2.09
$2.19

7-15 gallons* *KEGS* *7-lf gallons
Also, croc Items, snacks, etc.
OPEN Nightly till 12 Midnight

sciences), life sciences and for
interdisciplinary programs of
study. Awards will not be
made in professions such as
medicine, law or social work,
or in such areas as
educational administration,
curriculum supervision, ' or
personnel and guidance.
Tenure
of
fellowship
provides post-doctoral
research experience at an
appropriate nonprofit in-

Awards made in the area*
of science and humanities

MIDWAY MARKET

..»,.

and Puerto Ricans.
Fellowship recipients will
be selected from among
scientists, engineers, and
scholars in the humanities
who show greatest promise of
future
achievement
in
academic
research
and
scholarship
in
higher
education.
In this national competition
sponsored by the Ford
Foundation, with additional

stitution of the Fellow's
choice, such as a research
university, government
laboratory, national
laboratory, privatelysponsored nonprofit institute
or a center for advanced
study.
The deadline date for the
submission of applications is
February 2, 1981. Further
information and application
materials may be obtained
from the Fellowship Office,
National Research Council,
2101 Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20418.

COURT SQUARE
STITCH ERY
32Graham St. -Harrisonburg, Va.
Ph. 433-2336 Open 10-5 Mon.-Sat. |
DMC FLOSS, FABRIC. BOOKS,
GRAPHS, ACCESSORIES.
KITS AND CLASSES

Shenandoah Valley's Total
Counted Cross Stitch Store
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cArts C& People

Political theater

m

'Inherit The Wind9 opens theater season on a positive note

•

Legan's Hornbeck and Drew Jones'
Rachel Brown, the contrast clearly is
displayed as Legan runs through a
series of total opposites in describing
i himself. Stalking the stage in his
blackface, apple in hand, he speaks of
the small town in which the action
takes place as "lacking the tree of
knowledge, but having a few
ignorance bushes."
Yin-Yang represents the conflict, in
all of us between the new and the old;
what we are taught by tradition and
what we are taught by learned
people; good and evil, as it were. In
the end, we see that the character of
Drummond, who apparently has no
respect for tradition, really does. This
is signified by his not wearing any
kind of make-up. He has blended all
the aspects into his character.

By MARK SUTTON
James Madison University was
treated to a unique piece of political
drama this weekend when the
Wampler Experimental Theatre
production "Inherit The Wind" was
presented. The show, an original
adaptation by directors Ed Wright
and Aaron Cross, was outstanding in
every respect.
The set at first was apparently
barren, a miniature Stonehenge type
of set-up with the Yin-Yang symbol in
the center. White, gauze-like curtains
hung at the back of this area, and
black ones hung to one side. The
extremely limited seating flanked the
stage on the remaining two sides.
The play's earliest action reveals
that the white gauze curtains are not
primarily intended as a backdrop.
Rather, they act as a screen for the
action to occur behind and in front of,
creating an eerie, otherworldly effect
for those scenes which occur behind
it When the characters are not
delivering lines and are behind the
screen, they freeze, and one gets the
feeling of watching a wax museum
come to life. But the wax museum
really is a dressing room for clowns.
THE SHOW'S characters, with the
exception of Aaron Cross' Henry
Drummond, all are done in various
forms of facial make-up. Primary
characters express their beliefs in
their make-up: "the forces of God,"
represented by Mathew Harrison
Brady, Reverend Jeremiah Brown
and the townspeople, are done entirely in clown white, to give them the
appearance of purity and being in
grace with God. Rachal Brown and
Bertram Cates, who are ambivalent
at this point, are done half in
whiteface, and Mark Legan's E.K.
Hornbeck, the evil reporter sent down
from Baltimore to cover the story, is
done in blackface. The significance of
the makeup reveals itself late in the
show, near the end of Cates' trial.
The plot centers on the trial of
Bertram Cates, for the "crime" of
teaching evolution. He is arrested and
thrown into jail. The prosecution
brings Matthew Harrison Brady,
many-time failed presidential candidate and local hero, to try its case.
In retaliation, the defense gets the
noted "atheist" lawyer, Henry
Drummond, to present its own side.
The primary conflict in the show is
between these two characters, as they
present the opposite arguments of
evolution and creation.
THE TOWNSPEOPLE function as a
kind of Greek chorus for Brady. They
apparently are without lives of their
own, as is shown by the freezing they
do between lines while behind the
gauze curtain. Drummond, however,
must stand on his own as he argues for
the defense. The townspeople believe
he is Satan, and the judge will not let
him call his witnesses. All the odds
seemingly are stacked against him.
The defense, of course, loses the
case. Cates, in the course of a trial
where his girlfriend is forced to testify
against him, and his lawyer is not
permitted to call any witnesses save
the prosecuting attorney, must be
found guilty. But the end result is not
what one would expect. The trial has

Photo by Chariot A. mio

Jim Sheehan as Bertram Cates
grown much bigger than the powers
that be can allow, and they tell the
judge to go easy when sentencing
Cates. The judge merely fines Cates
$100, thinking that will end the matter
once and for all. Cates and Drummond, rather than taking this defeat,
decide to appeal the case. Right must
triumph over an unjust law, they
seem to say.
THE IMPORTANCE of the play lies
not so much in the plot, however, but
in the theme and moral that pervade

leads his people around like sheep,
and they, unthinking, follow him like
sheep.
The townspeople, after having
functioned as Brady's stooges for so
long, gradually are brought to
knowledge by Drummond's impassioned defense of Cates. In one
devastating scene played between
Drummond and Brady, Brady is
called to the stand to testify as an
expert witness on the Bible. Cross and
Beasley deliver incredibly intense
performances here, as they face each

To be free, man must be free to mink
its every line. That moral is that man
must be allowed to think freely, for
without this, he is nothing. The forces
supporting the thoery of evolution are,
at the start of the play, the only ones
supporting free thought.
The
creationists are taking a very antithought stance, insisting that the
Bible must be taken as literal truth.
Brady, who has never read the
evolutionary theories, stands as the
leader to those opposing them. He

other down. Drummond turns Brady's
own Bible on him, revealing his true
ignorance to the townspeople. During
this scene, the characters of the
townspeople gradually remove their
white make-up, signifying that they
have finally shed their false purity,
which really was ignorance.
THE SYMBOL of Yin-Yang,
displayed at center stage, is crucial to
the play. In one scene, played between

HORNBECK, HOWEVER, is totally
cynical and against the old way, and
chastises Drummond for showing any
sumpa thy for the old ways. He wears
black, the complete opposite of the
white worn by the townspeople and
Brady at the start. He is, in his own
way, just as bad as they were, just as
unable to see that the truth does not lie
in black and white ideals, but rather
in melding black and white into the
gray that the world really is. The way
to the good life does not lie in extremes, the story says.
The cast does run to an extreme:
extremely good. There are no weak
performances to be singled out here;
it seems almost as if the actors all had
reached the same point of technical
competence and gut level desire to
perform at the same time.
Some of the roles, however, are so
well played as to deserve special
mention. First, Aaron Cross must be
complemented for his superb job as
Drummond. Cross always has shined
particularly brightly in the Wampler
Theatre. His role in "Marat-Sade"
two years ago is still fresh in this
reviewer's mind.
DR. ROBERT Beasley as Matthew
Harrison Brady brings the proper
measure of haughteur to the role; he
plays the character very well. His
voice, in particular, is well suited for
the part. Another exceptional voice
belongs to Ben Boyer, who plays the
judge in Cates' trial. His booming
barritone lends an aura of authority to
the proceedings which adds a healthy
dose of realism at just the right place.
Mark Legan's Hornbeck shows
continued growth and development as
an actor, and Jim Hay hurst delivers a
truly demented performance at a
prayer meeting which is the highlight
of his role as Reverend Brown .
All other aspects of the show mesh
together nicely as well. The scene
design, courtesy of Aaron Cross, is'
well conceived and executed. In
particular, the differentation between
the outside world, which is hidden
behind gauze, and the courtroom,
where reality clearly is revealed, is
striking.
"Inherit The Wind" represents an
outstanding beginning for the 1960-81
theatre season. The show should be
required for every student attending
this university, because the message
it delivers is vitally important: to be
free, man must be free to think.

•
•
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So you want to buy records?
Your options are few, good
By LOW BETH REUBUSH
What's the best way to beat
the college blues without
making yourself sick or
^ getting into trouble? Put some
music into your life by
treating yourself to a new
album.
Harrisonburg offers three
primary locations where the
music-hungry student can buy
the latest LPs or tapes.
Blue Mountain Records.
The smallest of the three is
tucked away in an old house
about a mile from campus on
South Mason Street, just past
East-Bruce Street. It has the
distinct atmosphere one expects from a record shop, with
wooden ■ crates
holding
albums, promotional posters
covering the walls and the
favorite new releases playing
on the stereo.
Although Blue Mountain
does not have much room to
work with, it has a considerable stock of rock and
roll, jazz, new wave, punk,
country rock, and bluegrass
music.
the shop says, "we're the best
store in town," for the priceconscious LP buyer.
Their prices are competitive. They sell $8.96 list
albums for $6.49 and $7.96 lists
for $5.82. The price for double
albums varies but is currently
$10.48.
Eight-track
and
cassette tapes cost about 25
cents more than the albums.
"We try to make a living,
not a killing." says Ipock,
explaining
their
pricing
policy.
ONE UNIQUE feature at
Blue Mountain is their stock of
used albums. The store began
buying good used albums
about a year and a half ago
and has found the program to
be a consistent success.
Trade-ins are also accepted
and often make their way into
the used record bins. There is
a constant turnover of used
titles selling for 99 cents, $1.99
or $2.49.
Blue Mountain advertises
with WQPO, WHBG, The
Breexe and occasionally the
Daily News Record.
About every five weeks, the
store offers its best bargains

in a Wednesday "Happy
Daze" sale.
Blue Mountain, which accepts Mastercard, Visa and
personal checks with JMU
identification, will gladly
specially order any album,
tape or cassette on request. It
usually takes about two weeks
for these orders to come into
the store.
The small staff at Blue
Mountain has the time and
patience to help you find
something you need or are
looking for. Open for six
years, the store's location and
atmosphere have made it
popular with JMU students.
Musicland.Being a chain
store allows Musicland to
offer the largest album and
tape selection in town.
Located in the Valley Mall
on Interstate 33, Musicland is
just over two miles from
campus. The store has a
professional apearance, with
plexiglass signs
guiding
customers to each section in
the huge store.
In addition to records and
tapes, Musicland also sells car
and home stereos, blank
cassettes and reel tapes, sheet
and book music and various
strings and reeds for instruments.
The musical selection at
Musicland is widely diversified,
ranging
from
childrens' to seasonal, foreign
to sacred, classical to rock,
country to new wave and
bluegrass to disco. Musicland
will also order anything they
do not have in stock. A deposit
is required, and the orders
usually take six to eight weeks
to arrive in the store.
Musicland charges $6.99 for
a $7.98 list LP and $7.99 for an
$8.98 list Double albums cost
about $14, with tape prices
slightly higher.
Marie Carter, assistant
manager of the two-year-old
store,
exDlained
that
Musicland is reducing theii
stock of eight-track tapes
because of the increasing
popularity of cassettes.
Musicland always has 14
titles <>n sale for $1 or $2 off the
regular price of current
releases. The store does only
occasional local advertising.

The Valley Mall store offers
a long-term guarantee for all
tapes, pre-recorded or blank.
If a customer does not like the
quality or sound of a tape it
may be traded in for another.
Receipts must accompany all
returns.
Musicland, accepting
Mastercard, Visa and personal checks with two identifications, is a close, convienient and professional
place to shop.

Nichols.This eleven-yearold department store has good
selection of albums and tapes,
with its largest selection being
of country and western music.
They have plenty of rock,
disco, new wave and punk.
Nichols
carries
some
bluegrass
and
classical
music, but almost no jazz.
Childrens'
and seasonal
recordings are also avialable.
Nichols manager, Ken
Wood, says, "We've got as
good a selection, if not better,
as anyone in town." Located
about two miles from JMU on
South Main Street, Nichols'
album section is not well
organized, and the albums are
coded to match a price chart
which hangs from the ceiling.
But, once you find them, the
albums are well priced.
An $8.96 list album sells for
$6.49, and a $7.96 list is $5.49.
Double albums average about
$11.44, with tapes slightly
higher.
Nichols has one large
section
plainly
titled
"Budget".
Even
more
disheveled than the rest, this
section contains some not bad
deals on some not bad albums.
Prices start at just $1.99.
Nichols will specially order
albums or tapes for their
usual retail price. Orders go
out on Wednesdays and take
about a week.
Nichols advertises in The
Breeze and The Daily News
Record. The store accepts
major credit cards and personal checks with two identifications.
If you have the time,
patience and energy to dig in
and find the album you want,
Nichols is an excellent place
to buy it

Artflle—

—

%2#
Bob Driver
ARTWORKS GALLERY will display the photos of Bob
Driver beginning Oct. 6. Driver is a James Madison
University student majoring in art. Artworks Gallery is
located in Zirkle House, across from campus.
-Mark Sutton *-■
'

Steven Axelrad

v

AN EXHIBITION of manipulated Cibachrome color
prints by Steven Axelrad is now on display in James
Madison University's New Image Gallery.
Axelrad won the Best of Show Award in the Exposure
Time IV National Photography Competition held here
last semester.
Axelrad's background represents a molding of several
divergent interests which he brings together in his
photography. A graduate of the University of Chicago's
Law School, he is also interested in communications and
human intrests.
In addition to his law practice, Axelrad has served as
staff attorney for the National Health Law Program
from 1973-76 and as a presiding judge on the Ad Hoc
Administration California Labor Relations Board in
1977-78.
While working as a commercial photographer,
Axelrad instructed in law and health science at UCLA,
California State, and Western State University in 197377. Presently, he is an instructor of photography at Long
Beach City College and operates a lab specializing in
cibachrome and die transfer prints.
Axelrad's current work is patterned on the photo
illustrations used to document paintings, sculpture and
other works in art history books and catalogues.
He says he is interested in the interrelationships of the
arts, and he has created a "group of fictional artists" to
further that goal. "The relationship between their work
is structured upon principals of legal reasoning-, Axelrad
says. I'm interested in art history as contemporary
mythology in our society."
The show will be on display through Oct. 24.
-Mark Sutton

THE PHOTOGRPHS of Steven Axelrad, currently on
display in JMl s New Image Gallery, include this work,
"My Body—Grade School Exercises."
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High costs prohibit bicycle path construction
By SANDY SYLVEST
Bicycle riding is steadily
increasing on campus, and
many students believe the
construction of cycle paths is
necessary and desirable.
But the addition of the bike
paths at James Madison
University is unlikely, according to buildings and
grounds officials here.

to sidewalks, and "if lanes
were constructed to run
alongside the walks, you
would have to go in back of the
light mount and really cut into
the amount of green space,"
he continued.
Aesthetically, bike lanes
could create the effect of
"slicing" up the campus,
Marcum said."

Bike lanes could create the
effect of slicing up the campus
Two basic construction
problems are not particularly
unique
but
they
are
significant
One factor is the lack of
space.
"The roadways on campus
are about 18 feet wide," said
George Marcum, building and
grounds superintendent. "If
you were to section off a three
foot lane for bikes, the
roadways could not accommodate vehicular traffic-

He added that if space
limitations were not a
prohibative, the costs would
be, since alterations to an
existing plan always are more
expensive than incorporating
a concept into the original
plan.
JMU planners did not
foresee the need for a special
path for bicycle riders.
Bill Merck, assistant to the
vice-president for business

PtMfeky DM o-arton

Mulch paths provide smooth
riding when they are fresh and
dry but quickly turn into
slippery gulleys after a good
rain, he noted.

affairs, said "the cost of
building paths over the
campus would be enormous,"
particularly if it was built of
asphalt, because of the increase in petroleum-based
products. However, a concrete surface would coat twice
what asphalt surface would,
he added.

cure Tan
■■* Tanning Center

If you section off a three-foot lane for bikes,
the roadway could not handle vehicular traffic
BUILDING BIKE paths
separate from the roadway
creates another difficulty,
Marcum said adding that
some campus building fronts
extend to the roadways,
completely prohibiting any
kind of pathway.
Marcum also explained that
lightpole mounts are adjacent

Don't Wait for Spring Break...Do It Now

If the decision was made to
"throw aesthetics to the
wind", and a less expensive
option such as a mulch path
was constructed, the problem
would then be maintenance,
Marcum said, adding that of
the 20 grounds crew employees, only 13 are involved
in actual maintenance.

(jfttY Kead
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UK EVENTS
WITH TORRENTIAL FORCE,
BETTE MIDLER SWEEPS THE ROSE
INTO A FILM EXPERIENCE... AN
EXTRAVAGANT PERFORMANCE
AND AN EXPLOSIVE DEBUT."
Gmnm SHaiH. NBC-TV

BETTE MIDLER
ALAN BATES

The qgenter Jftttic

THEROSE
R

C ••""■« "'■""**•'"•**'

\

EMPTY POCKETS
ftttiriftf

m.

AND KATHV VINING
7:00, 10:00 p.m.
7.-00, 10.00 p.m.

0do6*r 8
OcioBer 9
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Tktn+f Ori+mf i.30 p.m
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THE FIFTH ANNUAL

TAKE A STUDY BREAK

MOLLY HATCHET
with special guest

(APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
UPB OFFICE RETURN TO UPB
OR BOX L-3S (by October 14)
\

DATE OF SHOW:
NoVembcr 5th
8* p.m.

NANTUCKET
October IS
S:00 pm
Godwin Hall

$6.00 w/ID

GENERAL ADMISSION
Tickets on sale now at UPB office
ALL TICKETS AT DOOR !$7.©0

ALOHA

BAHAMA
MAMAS

Your Time Has Come!

DONT MISS THIS FABULOUS
THRILL-FILLED CIRCUS!
AU Children under eleven yean old
accompanied by a paying adult
will be admitted FREE!

The UPB is sponsoring a
CHRISTMAS CRUISE
to

Freeport and Nassau

7:00 pm Godwin Hall

$2.00 for all students
$4.00 for adults
.

Tuesday October 7
ONE PERFORMANCE ONL Y
TT

$7.00 guest

Stop by the UPB
OfficeFor Details

L.
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Soccer

Sports
.

JMU blanks UVa on Hill's goal
By DANNY FINNEGAN
"As the ball rolled to me, I was thinking,
'just keep low, hard and on net and hope for a
rebound.' I was thrilled when it went in."
These were the thoughts of Jeff Hill just after
he scored the only goal Saturday in James
Madison University's victory over the
University of Virginia.
The goal came at 5:46 in the first of two 10minute overtimes, after the two teams had
played a scoreless 94 minutes. Phil White's
corner kick was deflected by a UVa back to
Hill, who fired his shot from 20 yards. It was
what he wanted—low, hard and on net—and
UVa goalie Bill Wallace had no chance to save
the shot

•.'-'

SINCE THE overtime period was not sudden
death the game continued. JMU resorted to
what it had used during the entire match—a
very strong defense led by backs George
Ackerman and Billy Gannon and goalie Jim
Edwards.
Ackerman had two saves in the match and
played a strong game. His first thwarted
UVa's best scoring opportunity of the day.
With 10:15 remaining in the first half, a UVa
player got off a clear, hard shot following some
confusion in front of the net. Standing on the
goal line. Ackermen headed the shot away,
saving a certain goal. JMU coach Bob Vanderwarker called it the key play of the half.

Besides Ackerman's save it was an even,
uneventful half. JMU had six shots with two on
goal and UVa had five with one on goal. JMU's
best scoring opportunity of the half came only
12 minutes into the game. Hill fired from about
15 yards, but was off goal.
In the second half, UVa seemed to gain a
little control, outshooting JMU eight to three.
Then, with 6:30 left in the game, UVa had an
excellent scoring opportunity from about 20
yards, but the shot was wide of the open side of
the net. JMU seemed to wake up after the
missed attempt and controlled the rest of the
game, led by Gannon.
VANDERWARKER SAID of the defense,
"They all played great, Gannon, Miskel,
Ackerman, and Bost And Edwards was there
when we needed him, as always. The whole
team played great"
Edwards' biggest save of the day came with'
7:25 left in the final overtime. UVa got off a
clean shot from 20 yards, but Edwards came
up with a tumbling save. On the day he had
four saves.
"Beating UVa was an extra special thrill for
us," Edwards said. "Not only do they have a
good team and big name, but they are one of
our biggest rivals. Also, last year when we bea t
them 2-1, they called it a fluke and said we
were lucky. Well, today we showed them we
aren't a fluke."

JEFF HILL'S overtime goal proved to be all JMU needed as they
shutout the Cavaliers, 1-0 Saturday. Goalie Jim Edwards made
four saves for the Dukes.

Big plays instrumental in Dukes' first victory;
Walker to Robinson TDpass keys 20-6 win
-■

•

By RICH AMACHER
Quarterback Frankie Walker bit Butch
Robinson with a 69-yard scoring strike, and
Scott Norwood booted two field goals as James
Madison University defeated the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy 20-6 Saturday.
Expressing satisfaction with the Dukes'fiist
win of the season Coach Challace McMillin
said, "I'm certainly pleased that we won our
first game, and that we continued to play with
the intensity that we've been playing with.
He also noted that the victory was a morale
booster. "We needed this win to solidify the
confidence our kids have in themselves. Our
kids realize the competition has been tough,
but we needed a win."
JMU's winning touchdown came with just 12
seconds remaining in the third quarter. The
Dukes defense held the Mariners on one set of
downs forcing them to relinquish the ball.
Taking over at their own 31-yard line, Walker
immediately went to the air hanging up a
perfect pass to Robinson who was streaking
down the right sideline. Never breaking stride,
Robinson hauled it in to help Walker set a new
school record for longest pass completioa

the ball to Butch an extra 12 times he'd have
had that many too."
Placekicker Norwood accounted for JMU's
6-0 halftime lead, when he extended his field
goal streak to six in a row, easily connecting on
attempts of 33 and 38 yards. He would have had
a shot at kicking a 57-yarder, but a holding
penalty pushed the Dukes out of his range.
. ."WE WERE going to let him go for it if we
had not been penalized," McMillin said'
McMillin was very content with the Dukes
kicking game. "Our kicking game has been our
salvation. Norwood and (Greg) Caldwell have
both been consistent Norwood got us going
with his two field goals. I wouldn't swap him
with anybody; he's a heck of a kicker.
Caldwell was called upon only four times and
attained an average of 37 yards per kick, but he
proved invaluable. "Caldwell did a great job
for us and was a real factor getting us out of
some holes with a couple of kicks against the
wind," McMillin said.
In the second quarter Walker directed a 99yard drive, but the Dukes were foiled at the
goal line when Robinson was hit hard by
Richard King and lost the ball. Walker, who
read the defense well all day, accounted for
much of the yardage in the march, including a
42-yard run following a quarterback keeper.

"WE CALLED time out on their fourth down,
so we could have the ball with the wind at our
back one last time," McMillin explained
';it is a big play, and we felt like we could pop
Robinson and Walker starred in the Dukes'
291-yard ground attack. The senior tailback
rushed for over lOO yards far the seventh time
in his career, picking up 110 in 18 carries.
Walker carried 12 tunes for 84 yards and
completed five of 13 attempts for 115 yards.
"Butch Robinson had a great individual
effort," McMillin said. "Their back Dean Doe
had around 170 or 180 yards, but if we'd given

FRANKIE WALKER directed the Dukes' offensive attack as
JMU defeated the Merchant Marines. 2*-«. His ss-yard .coring
, strike to Butch RsMmum was a school record.

"I THOUGHT we really could have opened It
up if we hadn't fumbled that time in the first
half," McMillin recalled.
Determined to stay in the game, the Marines
began the second half by mounting an offensive attack of their own covering 80 yards
on 13 plays. Tailback Doe, who rushed for a
game high of 184 yards on 32 carries, sparked
the drive rushing nine times for 56 yards, in(Continued pp,Page 18)W

■
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Spiders win JMU Invitational;
go unbeaten in three matches
By REED SOI THIMAYI)
James Madison University's men's tennis team
opened the fall season Friday
and Saturday by placing
second in its annual Invitational Tournament at
JMU.
The four-team contest included JMU, the University of
Richmond, Virginia Military
Institute and Washington and
Lee Uni\«rsity. At the conclusion of round-robin play,
Richmond sported a 3-0
record, JMU 2-1, W&L 1-2 and
VMlO-3.
In the Dukes' initial match
on Friday, they stomped
W&L, 7-2. Mark Snead, Rob
Crocke, John Witt and Jorge
Salas cruised to straight set
victories. Rick Baker survived the toughest match of
the day, nipping Steve Denny
60 2-6 7-5.
"The whole match was a bit
of a surprise—W&L was in the
semis of the state tournament
last year," said JMU Coach
Jack Arbogast.

BEFORE BATTLING Richmond on Saturday Arbogast
said, "Richmond is definitely
the toughest of the three
visiting teams." His point was
proven, to his dismay, as the
Spiders won 7-2.
Richard Schick, at number
one singles and Rick Baker, at
number three, scored the only
victories for the Dukes. He
swept all three of his matches
.in the tournament, but the
squad came up empty in
doubles as the three teams
lost.
According to Arbogast,
"We've got the right players
and right combinations—the
problem is that the teams
haven't been together too
long."
Richmond Coach William
Walker was impressed with
the Dukes' squad. "In other
years we could count on
beating JMU. That's not the
case anymore," he said. "A
couple of the matches were
quite close; if Mark Michel
had been playing, who knows

JMU golf

Rain shortens tourney
Rain washed out the final
round of the James Madison
University Invitational Golf
Tournament Sunday, giving
the team championship to
Roanoke College and the
individual title to Eton
College's Danny Graham.
Roanoke compiled a score
of 606 in the first two rounds of
the scheduled 54 hole event
and won, the team crown by 10
strokes over JMU's "A" team
and Eton. The Dukes' "A"
team had a 609 after Saturday's second round, but the
tournament rules committee
disqualified the Dukes' Chuck
Tickle and dropped JMU into
a tie for second place. Eton
was awarded the second-place
trophy under the tie-breaking
system.
Guilford College finished
fourth with a 617 over the par
72, 7,002-yard Okie Mill Golf
Course. Virginia Tech was

fifth at 618 and the College of
William and Mary placed
sixth at 621.
Graham has rounds of 69
and 76 in winning the individual title by two strokes
over Roanoke's Chip Hitt, who
had rounds of 73 and 74.
Roanoke's Jason Perdue was
awarded third place with a 7574-149. Kent Erdahl of William
and Mary and Rich Spraker of
Virginia Tech also shot 149s,
but Perdue got third place
under
the
tie-breaking
system.
JMU's Mark Carnevale,
Guilford's Bill Brooks and
Eton's Keith Decker shared
sixth place with 150s in the 21team tournament.
Other scores for the JMU
"A" team included 78-74 by
Bobby Penn, 77-78-155 by
Tickle, 77-79-156 by Clay
Fitzgerald, and a 74-85-159 by
Stuart Strang.

what might have happened?"
MICHEL, A SOPHOMORE,
who was the top singles player
a year ago, did not play in the
tourney.
The Dukes closed out the
tournament Saturday afternoon by taking VMI 7-2.
Crocker, who rallied after a
first' set deficit, and Salas
each posted his second victory
of the event. The doubles
teams
of
Snead-Salas,
Crocker-Witt and BakerBostic also met with success.
JMU's next contest is the
state tournament at Norfolk
next week, in which all
Division-1 teams will play.
The Dukes should surprise
many, but Old Dominion
University is highly favored.
THE TENNIS team next plays in the state tournament.

Slagk, Earles pace harriers
Cindy Slagle and Susan
Earles finished within two
seconds of each other to
capture sixth and seventh
individual honors at the
George Mason Invitational
Cross Country meet.
Their times led James
Madison University to a first
place finish.
Slagle posted a time of 18:06
and Earles was right behind
at 18:09.9. Adding support for
the Duchesses were LeAnn
Buntrock who placed ninth
with a time of 18:14 and Jill
Heller who claimed the 12th
slot at 18:23. Diane Kirchoff
accounted as JMU's fifth
qualifier, finishing 24th at
19:02. •
The Duchesses improved on
their third place finish a year
ago and coach Lynn Smith
was extremely pleased with
their showing.
f
"This was probably the
most competitive meet we've
had so far. We were hoping for
a strong finish and it's impressive to me that we won,"
Smith said.
JMU

EDGED

THE

University of Richmond by
two points, 47-49. Richmond is
the defending state and
Region II champion. Rounding out the top five finishers
were Navy with 96 points,
William. & Mary, 98 points,
and GMU with 100.
"This race gives us a better
idea of where we stand in the
state," Smith said.

Also contributing support to
the Duchesses' success was
Susan Broaddus who placed
33rd. Although her finish did
not count for JMU it did
displace members of other
teams—specifically
Richmond, which enabled the
Duchesses to hang on to their
slim victory margin.

Lancers sweep twinbill
Coach Brad Babcock has stressed that winning is not important
during the fall baseball season. His James Madison University
team appears to have listened well.
The Dukes dropped a doubleheader Sunday to Longwood
College by scores of 8-7 and 5-2. JMU's fall record now stands at 35.
Babcock maintains the fall is strictly for determining who will
be on the squad for the more important spring competition. His
philosophy was evident in the first game as no JMU hurler was
allowed to pitch for more than three innings, while Longwood's
starter Richard Vought pitched a complete game.
The first game featured many of both teams' front line players
and the Lancers scored the winning run in the ninth for their onerun decision.
S
Shortstop Sonny Bolton started the inning off losing pitcher
Pete Wojcicki with a base hit and advanced to second when Doug
Toombs drew a walk. Designated hitter Barry Gordon drove him
in with a single.

*■ i

JMU ROUGHED up Vought for five runs and five hits in the
fourth to take a temporary 5-3 lead. Jeff Kidd singled and two outs
later rode home on Dennis Knight's RBI single.
Russ Dickerson singled and Mike Reeves walked to load the
bases for Randy Faulkner who smashed a two-run double which
was followed by a two run single from first baseman Tony
..Marapt
This rally countered a three-run Lancer fourth where David
Rumberg accounted for all three tallies with an opposite-field
home run poke to right off the Dukes' Art Wallace. Wallace was
racked for four runs in his two inning stint and he certainly did not
aid his own cause with five walks.
Longwood came back in the sixth with four runs of its own. John
Crosby and Jim Thacker had RBIs in the inning and the Lancers
also took advantage of an error charged to Wallace.

MM* ty DM carton

MIKE PKRRIOCIO takes a cat la the second game of Sunday's doubteheader
Longwood: The Duke* dropped the shortened contest. 5-2.
'
'.■'"

with

THE DUKES climbed to within one run at 7-6 in the bottom of
the seventh inning when Jim Knicely doubled- home Marshall
Way land who had reached on an error.
Faulkner's sacrifice fly in the eighth tied the score before the
Lancers won it in the ninth.
For the Dukes—Kidd, Knicely and Dickerson each had two hits
while Wojcicki was the most impressive of the mound corps.
Despite being tagged with the loss, the 6 foot two inch senior gave
up only two hits and the single run in three innings of work.
The second game of the doubleheader was an abbreviated affair, lasting only six innings with Longwood prevailing 5-2.
Babcock rested most of bis front line personnel to view some of
the younger players.

.—
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Duchesses shutout
V
in weekend tourney

BY FAILING to win this weekend, Ike

Onenesses record dropped to »-*-i.

Richmond falls

Benshoffs first leads Dukes
Senior Mike Benshoff ran a
patient race and outkicked the
field in the final half-mile,
leading the James Madison
University
men's
cross
country team to a 27*32 victory
over the University of Richmond Friday.
Benshoff finished first in the
individual competition, and
ran the 5.8 mile course in a
time of 29:31.1 to outdistance
Richmond's Henry Kimalel by
about 60 yards.
"Mike didn't run a real hard
race. He ran Just enough to
win," Coach Ed Witt said.

i

i

Julian Spoooer (29:55) and
Barnabus Kipkoriu (29:59) of
Richmond finished third and
fourth. All three of the
Spiders' top placers are
foreigners recruited by the
university.
Spooner is from Great
Britain where be was the
European junior champion in
the half mile. Kimalel and
Kipkoriu both are from
Kenya.

THE DUKES' depth proved
to be the difference as JMU
runners captured the next six
places. Steve Huffman (30:03)
was fifth followed by Mark
Nichols (30:15) and Bobby
Hicks (30:35).
In eighth position was Jack
Marino (31:02), preceded by
Darrick Crist (31:04) and
Brett Van Nieuwenhuise
(31:14).
The Spiders clearly were a
team dominated by a talented
few and Witt said this will put
them at a disadvantage for
competition in the state meet.
'Teams that have bunches
of runners running all
together will be more effective," Witt commented.
"Teams like George Mason
and William and Mary will be
at the top."
Witt added that he expected
JMU to be around the top in
the state meet.

• Football
(Continued from Page 16)
chiding runs of 12 and
16 yards and a three yard
touchdown dash
The Dukes retaliated with a
short drive, but tight end Mike
Battle, lost the second of four
JMU fumbles after he had
caught a pass good for a first
down beyond midfield.
|
DEFENSIVELY, the Dukes
rose to the occasion when
necessary by intercepting
four passes, three coming in
the fourth quarter, and
holding the Mariners to just
one set of downs several
times.
"Defensively we came up
with the big plays when we
had to. The interceptions were
really big plays," McMillin
said.
Linebacker Clyde Hoy came
up with the first of three
critical interceptions when he
snatched Ed Skeffington's
bullet intended for Eric

Jorgensen to abrubtly halt a
Mariner drive that had advanced to the JMU 18-yard
line.
Mike Thurman then stole
another Skeffington pass and
raced 62 yards for the Dukes
second touchdown of the
game. The return set a new
school record for longest
return for a touchdown
following an intereception.
DEFENSIVE back Robbie
Hughes, who had an interception against Viriginia
Tech last week, recorded two
more, the final one ending the
Mariners' last threat and the
game.
JMU now returns home
where they will play four of
their next five games. Their
first encounter will be against
Liberty Baptist College this
weekend.
McMillin is not taking
Liberty
Baptist
lightly,
saying, "Liberty Baptist has a
fine football team, a lot better
than most people think."

The victory was the Second
without a loss in dual meet
formats for the Dukes and
Benshoff has been the individual winner in both meets.
JMU will compete Saturday
at the Appalachian State
Universitylnvitational.
Teams from Virginia Military
Institute, Virginia Tech and
Marshall University also will
be in the field.

An offensive drought struck the James Madison University
field hockey team in the midst of its own Invitational Tournament
this weekend.
The Duchesses failed to score a goal in three contests against
Indiana University, Lock Haven State University and Ohio State
University. JMU managed a scoreless deadlock with the Hoosiers
while dropping 1-0 decisions to Lock Haven and Ohio State.
"I can't pinpoint the problems on offense," Coach Dee McDonough said. "I don't know if we have to change anything or if
the scoring will materialize."
McDonough added, "The goals scored against us were the
result of mistakes, young mistakes. We'll grow out of them,
hopefully."
JMU avoided defensive lapses against Indiana in the tournament's opening round on Friday. Goalkeeper Tara Kelly was
forced to make only two saves as the Hoosiers managed the same
number of shots.
LAURA DEMURS of Indiana turned back all the Duchesses
efforts to dent the nets. Brenda Heck and Sarah Heilman each had
two shots for JMU.
According to McDonough, Lock Haven was by far the most
talented team in the tournament field and they more than lived up
to that billing by going undefeated and unscored upon for the
weekend.
Lock Haven shutout Indiana, 4-0, defeated Ohio State, 2-0 and
edged the Duchesses, 1-0.
"We played very well against Lock Haven," McDonough
commented. "If we had played that way against Ohio State-, we
might have been able to come out on top.''
The Duchesses were dominated in the statistics, however. JMU
had only one shot on goal while Lock Haven sent a 17-shot barrage
at Tara Kelly who made nine saves.
Holly Waltersdorf scored the only goal of the contest at the 30:25
mark, unassisted.
x
"THE TEAM IS down on themselves right now," McDonough
remarked. "They are frustrated so we're going to give them a day
off to relax because we'vejjad a pretty grueling schedule."
JMU begins the most important phase of its schedule this week
when it opens up play against in-state foes. The Duchesses travel
to Charlottesville Wednesday to face the University of Virginia
before returning home for a Friday match against Old Dominion
University.

Ali 'scared' after one round
of title bout against Holmes
By DAVID TEEL
When Joe Frazier defeated Muhammad
Ali for the world heavyweight boxing title
nine years ago, the critics proclaimed the
end of the Ali legend. The critics were
wrong.
Ali's loss Thursday night at the hands of
Larry Holmes has created similar sentiment. This time the critics are right
The end is near for Ali, and it is tragic
how he forced himself to fight one too
many times. Holmes is a much quicker
and powerful man than the former champ,
and he demonstrated that in resounding
style for 10 rounds.
Ah never had a chance of winning the
battle, but his constant antics and outward
display of self-confidence were able to
temporarily disguise the sobering reality.
His pre-fight taunts to Holmes such as,
"You'll be mine in nine," were quickly
forgotten once the two combatants entered
the ring.
FOLLOWING THE FIGHT, Ali admitted, "After the first round there just
wasn't nothin' workin.' I was scared after
that."
^v
There wasn't anything working because
the three-time champion had punished his
38-year-old body by trimming it from a
ballooned 250 pounds to 217. Even Ali had
to realize that the weight loss was no
guarantee of a return to past form.
Ali's past form left him after his
celebrated 1974 knockout of George
Foreman in Zaire. Experts predicted Ali's
demise back then, but he silenced them
with a stunning display of strategic boxing
that included the now famous rope-a-dope.
Foreman was the dope that night.
Ali's resort to such tactics should have
told us back then that his skills were
beginning to erode. The younger and
faster Cassius Clay would have danced
circles around Foreman instead of lying

on the ropes hoping for his opponent to
wear himself out.
IT IS FORTUNATE that a fighter like
Holmes is currently on the heavyweight
scene. He is a talented fighter with excellent boxing skills and the ability to
move and throw the jab. Had a boxer of his
caliber not been around to convincingly
humble Ali, the game may have continued.
Ali sees poor talents like Leon Spinks,
who cannot even keep his driving license
let alone the heavyweight crown, and
foresees more glory and of course, more
money. It is a tribute to Ali's drawing
ability that he took home more than double
the money Holmes did from Las Vegas.
In the aftermath of the Holmes
showdown, Ali indicated he might be interested in challenging Mike Weaver, who
currently holds the World Boxing
Association's version of the world title. It
would not be a wise move for Ali.
WEAVER IS NOT all that great a
fighter, but he is younger and stronger
than AIL and like Holmes, he has the
power to injure Ali permanently.
Ali longs for the spotlight, and he has
been in it ever since the 1960 Tokyo
Olympics. Retiring from the ring does not
necessarily have to be the end of this
trend. The champ has been a political
activist, a goodwill ambassador and a
draft evader in his career, and with all the
respect he commands throughout the
world he could well serve it outside the
boxing ring.
Ali, who once said he was the most wellknown man in the world, has always
prided himself on his unscarred face.
"Look, I'm still so pretty," is a favorite
phrase of his. The champ should consider,
however, that the next time he steps into
that ring, his beauty may be destroyed.

Three ring circus
comes to Godwin

By BRUCE POTTS
James Madison University
students will be treated to a
three ring extravaganza when
the Hanneford Family Circus
comes to Godwin Hall Oct. 7.
The Hanneford family has
been performing its circus for
more then 350 years, and
played to a JMU audience for
the first time in 1976.
The show will be the
"biggest show they've ever
had" promises University
Program Board Chairman
Debbie Erwin.
The three most featured
performers are
Tommy
Hanneford;
his
mother,
Katherine Hanneford and her
granddaughter, Nellie
Hanneford TOMMY
HANNEFORD,
billed as "The Riding Fool",
will perform stunts on horses.
Katherine, still performing at
89, will warm up the horses in
the ring.
Eight-year-old
Nellie, the youngest trouper in
the circus, will perform
bareback stunts, an elephant
act,and work with her pony,
"Midnight".
Another member, Princess
Tajana, will perform with
tigers as well as with
"Rama", an Indian black
panther. Daredevil trapeze
artists also will be featured.

Five semi-tractor trailers
will transport the animals
which include Lippian horses,
Bengal tigers, performing
poodles and elephants.
The Hanneford Circus
began some 350 years ago in
the British Isles. In the 1700's,
the Hannefords "found favor
with nobility" and began
giving
Royal
Command
Performances. The current
generation of Hannefords still
perform for royalty today.
The Hannefords caught the
attention of John Ringling of
the famed "Ringling Brothers
Circus" in 1915, who bought
their show and brought it to
the United States. No longer
affiliated
with
Ringling
Brothers, the Hanneford
circus now is independent
ERWIN SAID the middle
partitions of the building's
doors will be removed, to get
the animals and equipment
into Godwin Hall. Damage to
the gymnasium floor will be
"negligible" because the
circus will bring its own floor
covering.
"Believe it or not, most
college.students haven't seen
a circus," Erwin said. "It's
unique the campus is going to
have a circus. I expect a good
time for all."

A&P
Frozen Ground Beef 31b. roll .891b
Racorn Sliced Bacon lib

.99

Large Eggs 1 dozen

.69
■~\

Campbell's Tomato Soup
103/4OZ.

A&P Margarine lib

4/$ 1.00

2 for .89

Anne Page Ice'.*Cream '/jgal. $1.29

i
-

Ritz Crackers 12oz.

.99

Red Delicious Apples

331b

Coke 8/12oz. bottles

$1.09
plus deposit

Mrs. Filberts Mayonnaise
lquart .99
White House Apple Juice 1 gal.
$1.99

Stroh's Reg

8B

Lite Beer
6/12oz. $1.89
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by Garry Trudeau

Classifieds »••■•*"»
Help Wanted
OVERSEAS
JOBS:
Summer-year round. Europe,
South America, Austrailia,
Asia. All fields, 1500-11200
monthly. Expenses paid.
Sightseeing.
Free Info.
Write:
IJC Box 52-VA4,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
MEN-WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American Foreign.
No experience required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information
SEAFAX, Dept G-M| Box
20*.
Port
Angeles,
Washington, 98362.

•3

MIKE.POtOU
ALWAYS Use
NOTBSWHEN
Y0UCALLA
6IRL0N1HE
'PHONE?

1/

WSHOULPTXttT.
IF/HP I HAVE A
LOT MORE ccmm£
IF DYE W0RKEP0UT
WHAT I'M G0IN6TD
SAY HWANCB.

1

ALSO,

trims MB

TO THINKOF SPONTANEOUS STUFFTHATI
CAN THEN PEPPER.
THROUGHTHE CONVBKSAT/0N.\

1 1/

UKB
WHAT?

OH, BASEBALL
SCORES, CUPS,
STUFPFfWTHE
NEWS-YOUKNOW,
UKEJJHNNY
CAR50NP0ES.

\5&

MAYI
SPEAKTD
J.J. CAUCUS,
PLEASE*

WANTED: Ghost writer,
senior or graduate. Must have
writing skills, engliah or
Journalism major, serious
only inquire. Call 433-2169
after 7 p.m., ask for Donald.
ADDRESSERS WANTED
IMMEDIATELY! Work at
home
no
experience
necessary - excellent pay.
Write: National Service, 9041
Mansfield
Suite
2004,
Shreveport, Louisiana, 71118.

PONT
YOU?

mL.N0,
NOTCfUNARJLY..

SPEAKING.

\

Our Hero

IH.MKE. MURE
000NB8K/.0H,
NEVERMNP.yOU
WVULPNT&MEMBER. GCOP-0Y..
\

HO, NO, MIKE,
OONTHANGLP!

IMSJUST
KJPPHS'LETS

TM IT AGAIN,
OKAY?

f

by Matt Wagner

Wanted
PAYING
IMMEDIATE
CASH for gold, silver, and
diamonds; any - form or
condition. Also buying coins
(64 and before), jewelry,
pocket watches, flatware.
Need Money?
Turn that
unwanted high school ring into
instant cash. For more info
call Rick or John at 433-7271 or
433-7278.
We'll beat any
legitimate offer.
RIDE WANTED:
to
Washington D.C.. Must leave
Friday (the 10th) afternoon
and return Sunday. Call 7146
or drop note to Box 591.
ROOMATE WANTED:
Squire Hill 433-0360.

Roommates
UH-, LE/iz/i/y, DO you
you COMO HELP „

^THINK

\e MTH tip/uBeen C

by Tom Arvis
THIS ISN'T GOING-,

> be &by.

WANTED: Person to share
house with two other female
students.
Includes three
bedrooms, living room, kitchen, bath, and backyard
Available immediately. Call
433-8003.

Services
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:
Typing and editing of theses,
term papers, and other
reports. Paper provided.
Free pick and delivery. Call
896-5921.
TYPING:
Professional
work, new IBM equipment,
thesis, resumes, manuscripts,
term papers, etc. 433-8685
days, 828-3692 evenings.

Lost
LOST: Seiko watch with
brown face, and lizard skin
band The watch has a great
deal of personal value. Call
5097, or write box 3001.

Do-Drop Inn

by Mark Legan
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For Sale

Madisonman

by Scott Worner
LATER-P^"

, WAS THAT A PIECE
TRASH THAT WU
DROPPED'

FOR 8ALE: 1974 Fort F100 pickup truck with V-8, 302
engine, with 32,000 original
miles. Truck has the 8 ft bade
with a matching camper shell.
Body and paint job. In excellent condition. Contact Bob
Flanagan, Box 1441, or call
433-0666.

*. '

lh AFRAID^
THAT WRT
GIVIMG THE
GREEK SYSTEM
A BAD
NAME....

Courses
BASIC ROPE-WORK AND
RAPPELL1NG course held
12:30-7:30 p.m. Sunday, October 19. Provides instruction
and experience in equipment,
knots, belaying, anchoring,
and rappelling off 100 ft.
vertical cliff. Tuition $22 and
we provide equipment. Experience something new.
Register by October 15. LandSea Passages. 433-2177.

by Tom Arvit

Star Truckers
WSM'oee awfflw^Twr IF we
~tof BWKWTJAT JUST BlUFFEO iH€
frfiuriFui. nMMrl IN..]Z> IIE XUIMMr co»moL\
,
OF
THE 6tOUSm&l MM ITS stnf nenT_ emm#r **■£***.& u^ MIor
CpHBOWIlTE TC> HW

wouit my rot- me amoMiie me M MMS

■ ■Sal W*ne A

r«if W rue ootttr cmNBMsH
T$uee.' Bur oox myp&fc
no-tmo wo WTVWr
If MI* S///S& O0NT tt*t!M
- - IF /) BUST" StiOUlO ■ MOW-

' fctiw mr coRBfriqg'--
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Personals
BEWARE: Little girl the
cold winds of Mordor are
returning, the nights will be
getting longer and colder; are
you ready? The Istari
ASST. MONARCH:
You
better not miss this personal!
The Yankees triumph! And
you never believed me. Here's
to the Yanks, the fabulous
Yachts and all the laughs we
had this summer (at least one
a minute)! It's not the same
here without you and all of our
"arguments." You better not
miss our party this week!
YOUR "FAVORITEMONARCH

J. DUBIANSKY AND KIN:
Thanks so much for the birthday present. When the cold
Shenandoah Valley rains
begin
to
pour,
your
though (fulness will be warmly
remembered!
Love,
the
straight-A kid.
P.S.- TeU
Sparky Hi!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY this
week to Cade Smith, Dave
Smith, and Jerry Bradford
from the Sigma Nu little
sisters.
MS: Just because you have
a nice haircut doesn't give you
the right to be so obnoxious.

RA: Go shave. CE:
Improve your timing when
you go out next time, ok? DT:
I'm still driving because you
forgot to tell me to stop. TF:
You're still a spaz, even if I
can't think of anything mean
to say to you yet DR.M: You
haven't mentioned Debris all
week, what's your problem?
The vicious typist strikes
again.

Edith: Another weekend of
cold showers! How about
some warmth! Missed you.
Burns
All classified ads should bt brought to
Tha Breeie office in the basement of
WIne-Prke, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later than noon
Tuesday tor Friday's issue, and no later
than noon Friday for Tuesday's issue
Rates era S./5 for 0-15 words.ll .50 for Ja50 words. S3 50 for 51H words, and * 05
for each additional word above 75.

Tfce BtuJu Shop
Ttw Purple SuiMing On Tha Court Square
7 North Mom St.. Hotrisonfcurg
Open Thursday and Friday Nights til • p.m.
Open Dally 10 A M to 5:30 P.M
Master Charge ond Visa

ON THOSE COOL FALL
DAYS & NIGHTS
Look Good & Feel Good
with Sweaters & Shirts
from
THE BODY SHOP

I cxi
IJI a:
Tues. - Sun., Oct. 7-12

Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, 8p.
$3.00 Adult / $2.00 Student

Reservations: 433-6260

CLOUD NINE
Firewater
or
Snorkel Glasses
$5.98
V

66 E. Market St. Downtown

L£TM,

JMU THEATRE

Note: This play contains language
that tome people may find offensive.

t,v
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Carter will win with foreign aid
By BRET DUNLAP
Accept the inevitable fact that the world has
not seen the last of the beloved President—
Jimmy Carter. For four years Carter has
seemed to be the man who had everything:
frightening inflation, record-high interest
rates, an erratic foreign policy and a
stalemated hostage crisis in Iran — but in
spite of it all, be is a sure bet to win the upcoming presidential election.
Reagan, however, even with his lack of
discretion in dealing with China (how many
people do you know can honestly say they
insulted a billion people at once), his saying
that we are in the midst of a severe depression,
or his archaic view toward abortion, will not be
the determining factor of Carter's re-election
Unfortunately, neither will a witty, articulate
Carter be the key to his own success. The
pretense of the matter here lies outside the
United States and within countries such as
Israel, China, South Africa, and our good
friends the Soviet Union.

1

»

These exogenous factors play a major role in
U.S. politics. Every year the world is
becoming more interdependant, thereby being
more open to foreign influence. Each one of
these countries mentioned has enormous
political prowess and
much more than one
cares to admit - directly or indirectly
vehemently supports Carter.
Israel has the ear of the most powerful
minority in America. Nobody knows for sure
how influential American Jews are in
American politics; but our relationship with
Israel definitely deserves a good scratch on
the head, especially in the midst of skyrocketing oil prices. No doubt Israel perceives
Reagan just with caution while it maintains its
support for Carter.
The people of China were infuriated by
Reagan's comment about re-establishing ties
with Taiwaa China is one situation where
present day events could not be running any
"smoother.
Many key officials and

businessmen have visited China, realizing how
vital China is to our role in foreign policy, only
to return with negative opinions about Reaga n.
Reagan has not taken any definite stands on
South Africa (God help him if he does). But
South Africa is a potential issued that probably
no candidate is too willing to discuss. Blacks in
the U.S. do sympathize and do have a common
bond with the continual struggle of South
African blacks. If the South African black
leaders decide to "endorse" a candidate this
year, chances are that Reagan once again will
receive the short end of the stick.
Finally, the ominous omnipresent Soviet
Union indirectly projects the greatest external
influence on American voters by its transmitance of a tremendous psychological affect By tampering with the balance of power,
its actions can affect our economy and change
the entire mood of our country.
Recently, the Soviet Union made an unprecedented concession in Poland by allowing
workers "free trade labor unions". This goes
against the heart of communist ideology.
Afghanistan has remained relatively calm (in
fact. Time magazine has not said a word about
it in weeks.) And the events taking place in
Iran and Iraq should prove very interesting
since the U.S. wants to stay out because of the
hostages, and since the Soviet Union does not
want to create any international fervor for fear
that Carter will lose popularity.
There are many theories on how and why our
next president will be elected. I predict Carter
will win, but due to foreign issues rather than
domestic. It would be interesting to ask a
foreigner if he or she thinks the election of the
president is too important to be left up to the
American public. The number of yes answers
might be surprising — especially since some
Europeans know more about American politics
than most of us ever cared to know.
One last comment: If you intend to vote for
Anderson heed his words by conserving energy
and do not even bother driving to the polls —
its a waste of gas and a waste of a vote.

By ASH JOHNSTON
During last week's Fine Arts and Sciences Symposium, I attended a panel discussion entitled "Conflicts and Issues on the
Campus of the Eighties." Before the actual discussion began I
looked over the panel from my seat in Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
among about SO others who had wandered in to attend the
discussioa
The group as a whole appeared apprehensive about the
microphones staring at them, but they adapted well. One James
Madison University student was on the panel, shuffling his
prepared notes and adjusting his glasses. He looked like he would
quote his political science book, and he did, the first chance he
got Two JMU administrators were on the panel, one looking like
something between a banker and an aging discoer. The grandmotherly moderator introduced the rest of the panel: a recent
JMU graduate (who could at least speak in comprehensible
terms), and the guest speaker, a professor of history from
another university who came in after everyone was seated. The
guest speaker did most of the talking—whether it was because he
was the guest or because he understood the questions, I'm not
sure.
I was unsure what exactly would be the "conflicts and issues"
that the panel would deem important during the 1980's. Would
they stress the importance of having real meat in the dining hall,
the need for a real system of justice to deal with tickets from
campus police, or possibly the need to have housing space
provided for students before they are accepted to the university?

Every school hat its own conflicts
Would the panel choose to debate the more pressing issues of the
times such as the general decline of college enrollments and the
current glut of people with college educations in the job market.
Actually, the panel discussed little. What they had to say may
have been informative to some, but on the whole it was
unenlightening. They compared the current generation of
students with those in the 1980 s as being more apathetic, more
traditional and less inclined to ask questions. Sadly, the two
students on the panel could not defend their peers.
The panel rebuked today's students for not challenging
authority, and for not becoming more involved in the issues. Yet
the issues they "discussed" were hardly inspiring. Certainly I
was not compelled to burn any buildings simply because a
professor spends more time in the laboratory doing research than
in the classroom teaching.
The administrators seem to want to tell the students what they
should and should not fight. General studies programs are good,
they agreed, but pure specialization in a university is not. But
they either did not seem to realize, or they were afraid to admit
that the days of a true liberal arts college are dead.
Sure, today's students probably are more apathetic and more
supportive of authority than in past years, despite the many
issues that need to be addressed. But these issues are not
necessarily broad and sweepign, such as the liberal arts versus
specialization question. They are specific conflicts on specific
campuses.
JMU has presently several issues that need to be addressed:
the problems of growth, specifically housing and parking
problems, and the relationship between this growing university
and the community. These close to home conflicts need to be
examined and resolved.
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By JOSEPH ROWLEY
President Carter's foreign policy received yet another setback
recently when the Senate voted to stop the grain embargo on the
Soviet Union. Opponents of the embargo argue that it harms the
United States, not the Soviet Union. Senator George McGovern
said of the embargo: "what is clear is that we are punishing
ourselves, not the Soviets." Senator Robert Dole said that the
embargo "has given other countries new markets to feed the
Soviets."
Even though the embargo may not be very effective, it should
continue. There is noway to justify rebuking the Soviet Union for
invading another country while at the same time helping to
bolster their economy. Marxist doctrine calls for the fall of
capitalism and for any measures necessary to bring about that
fall. So, we should not be selling the Soviets grain, or anything
else for that matter.
A foreign policy that touts an Olympic boycott and an ineffective grain embargo as the spearhead of its reaction to the
Afghanistan invasion is a weak foreign policy. But rescinding the
embargo might be seen as U.S. resignation to the invasion.
Further, it humiliates the nation and embarassea the President
which also makes for weak foreign policy.
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Readers' Forum
Dorm resident asks of party-ers: be considerate
To the editor:
Last night at 2 a.m. we
awakened to the sound of two
young men trying to throw a
set of boxsprings out of our
fifth floor window. As third
year residents of Shorts Hail
we feel the dorm has suffered
in silence long enough. The
numerous false fire alarms,
massive dorm destruction and
stolen personal property have

gotten completely out of
control.
- .
Traditionally. Shorts has
enjoyed a reputation as a
"party dorm." However, the
word party is not synonymous
with destruction. Believe it or
not, real people live in Shorts,
people who care about and
like to take some pride in their
temporary home.
But
walking
up
stairwells

Letter was not an attack
To the editor:
We here at Wine-Price
would like to correct the
apparent misunderstanding
between ourselves and the
women of Belle-Meade. The
letter we sent to The Breeze
was not a personal attack on
the women forced to stay at
Belle-Meade, it was merely a
statement of how the all-toofamiliar construction is affecting us.
The letter was written with
tongue in cheek, and was
meant to be humorous. It was
supposed to express our

dissatisfaction with all the
noise,
mess
and
inconvenience caused by the
construction sites all over
campus, not just on our hill. It
was not meant to be taken as a
personal affront to anyone at
Belle-Meade, and we are
sorry that some people have
taken it as such.
We are really happy that
they are finally going to have
a home on campus and hope
that they will enjoy their stay
on Wine-Price hill.
Lisa Paddock
Lisa Welsh

!4!Kil'^

(because the elevator was
vandalized) covered with
beer, broken glass and a
number _of__ .other .unmentionable things is not our

idea of home.
In closing, we would like to
make a request. If you're
invited to a Short's party,
come by and have a good

time. But if you get the urge
to pull an alarm or to break,
steal or throw something, go
back to your own dorm and
tear it up. Better yet, go to
your borne and try it there.
Name withheld by resjtest
Editor's note: Dave Baker,
bead resident of Shorts Hall,
responds that the two stadents
who threw the boxsprlags out
the window were not Short*
residents and that the incident
report has been filed.

Wine-Price complaint was 'selfish9
To the editor:
To the "girls of Wine-Price"
(letter to the editor. The
Breeze, Sept 30):
First of all, that's quite a
generality considering WinePrice has about 128 residents
and the recent letter was from
just two individuals.
As for your complaint - I
think it's a very selfish one.
The modular units are being
erected to create a more
stable environment for the 70

freshmen girls at Belle-Meade
Motel. Although we will aU
nearly die this winter without
being able to go sledding, I'm
sure those girls will appreciate our sacrifice when
they don't have to wait for a
15-20 minute bus trip in the
cold, in order to attend classes
or even worse, go home. As
far as the portable bathroom
unit goes, well we all have to
do it sometime.

Yes, I agree the construction isn't that pretty
from my side of the backs
either, but with a little
maturity and compassion we
can all live through it If your
patience is still sore from
being tried, I leave you with a
saying, "You can please some
of the people some of the time,
but you can't please all of the
people all of the time."
Lisa Bangert

Libertarians offer alternative

Paralyzed artist praised

K

«J

To the editor:
Tony Smith, a 24year-old resident of
Camelot Nursing Home,
has
muscular
dystrophy (Duchenne
type). In December,
1977, he experienced the
most severe of several
strokes, one that left
him with the functional
use of only his left arm.
In spite of his handicap, Tony is an exceptional artist who has
produced many fine
drawings. He enters
these drawings in art
fairs and contests and
has won several awards
and ribbons. He won
second prize at the
Augusta County State
Fair and a cash award
from a recent contest at
the Rockingham County
Library.
Tony also designed a
caricature of Jerry
Lewis and presented it

to the comedian as a gift
for bis work for the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association. He also
designs
and
sells
notecards.
An elected member of
the Camelot Residence
Council, Tony organized
and ran the Muscular
Dystrophy
Carnival
held at Camelot last
spring.
Tony is a man of
exceptional
strength
and courage who has leC*
no obstacles stop him.
He has stood tall in the
face of a paralyzing
disease
and
has
produced inspirational
artwork that makes me
proud to have him as a
member of this community.
Information
about
Tony or his notecards
can obtained through
the Camelot Nursing
Home.
Kevin Fell

By GINA POTTER
In these last remaining weeks before the
presidential election, we have heard all the
different points of view and run them through
out heads trying to decide which candidate
deserves our vote November 4.
Unfortunately, many of us find ourselves
trying to choose the lesser of the evils. But
there is an alternative to Carter, Reagan and
Anderson. That is Ed Clark and the Libertarian Party.
Founded eight years ago, the Libertarian
Party mounted a ballot status campaign that
has enabled Ed Clark and his vice presidential
candidate David Koch to be on the ballot in all
50 states and the District of Columbia - a
claim that John Anderson cannot make. This

the military draft. The draft is viewed by the
Libertarians as nothing less than short-term
slavery.
Where foreign affairs are concerned, Clark's
approach is one of neutrality, nonintervention
and free trade. Clark's view on military
spending goes hand in hand with his view on
foreign affairs. "I pledge a national defense
adequate to defend the United States. We must
make sure that no potential aggressor will ever
doubt our preparedness to defend ourselves.
But I think it's time to renounce our role as
world protector
or imperial power . . ."
On civil liberties, Clark would work to end
any government harrassment of peaceful
citizens and to repeal our victimless crime
laws; "I don't think we should legislate
morality," he has said

Ed Clark's presidential campaign
is based on individual rights and common sense
marks the first time in American history that a
third party has reached this goal.
Ed Clark and the Libertarian Party believe
today's problems require a new approach to
the issues. Mr. Clark sums up his approach
this way: "Government is the source of most
of society's problems. I think the American
people realize this and want a new direction in
politics: lower taxes, more personal freedom
and an end to United States intervention in the
internal affairs of other nations."
The Libertarians' approach to issues blends
ideas from the political right and left and
therefore the party cannot really be placed
anywhere on a political continuum.
Clark's program is based on common sense
and the principle of individual rights. His
proposed solutions to energy and unemployment problems share a common premise
that emerges again and again in his view on
other issues: de-taxation and a general move
away from government intervention into the
economy.
On inflation, Clark would seek an end to what
he views as the fundamental cause of the
problem: deficit spending and expansion of
the money supply.
On the draft, Clark is adamant in his unwavering position against any reimposition of
\
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It is easy to see why it is difficult to label die
Libertarians. The Sacremento Union said of
Clark, "Ed Clark is a soft-spoken man of
conviction, with ideas that criss-cross
Republican-Democratic lines and approach
the public mood more directly than anything
else in generations." This may be the reason
for the extremely fast growth of the Libertarian Party to its present l.S million members. Ed Clark surprised political experts in
the 1978 race for governor of California by
getting 5.5 percent of the vote against Jerry
Brown's 56 percent. That is impressive when it
is considered that the party was only six years
old at the time.
Clark, who is 50, graduated with honors in
International Relations from Dartmouth
College in 1952, and then earned his law degree
from Harvard University in 1957.
The Libertarian convention's motto was
"Toward a Three Party System," and perhaps
the time has come for the Libertarians to be
considered as the alternative in 1980.
"The election is a question of right or wrong.
This isn't a horserace. It is a statement about
political philosophy. If you don't like the
choice among die two established parties,
you're
going to be stuck with those two choices
for1 the rest of your life unless you build
something else," Clark bar said
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Sigma Nu bikes for benefit
in second 'Longest Yard*
By CHARLIE HARRIS
In a 160 mile Journey, members of the
James Madison University Sigma Nu
fraternity raised more than $1,000 for the
Heart Fund
"It just shows that teamwork can make
anything possible," said Dan Bright in
reference to Sigma Nu's second annual
"Longest Yard."
For the benefit of the Heart Fund, the
fraternity held a bicycle marathon from
its house on Greek Row to Lane Stadium in
Blacksburg, the site of last Saturday's
football game which pitted JMU against
Virginia Tech.
Although the weather did not prove to be
an obstacle to the 25 brothers who participated, temperatures dropped to the
middle 40s
The fraternity departed at about 8 p.m.
Friday night and reached Blacksburg
some 12 hours later, taking Rt. n.
"I WAS SURPRISED at howVfast the
> »

Top Left • Sigma Nu brothers Matt Androski. Todd Martin and Mike Fulton
celebrate the appearance of the 3 p.m.
second shift of bicyclers.
Top right - Bikers such as John McGee
helped the fraternity raise more than
$1,000 for the Heart Fund.
Bottom - "Teamwork can make anything
possible." according to member Dan
Bright.

Photos by David Haycox

time went by; expecially after we reached
the halfway mark at Lexington," said
Sigma Nu member Lee Owen.
The route took the bicyclers through
many cities and towns in western Virginia.
Riders agreed that bicycling through
cities such as Staunton and Roanoke was
the most difficult part of the trip. At one
point near Roanoke, two brothers had a
close call with two "18 wheelers."
"I thought that we were going to finish
the rest of the trip on the front of a Semi,"
one said.
The Longest Yard was first started last
year by Sigma Nu, when the fraternity
held a marathon run to the University of
Virginia, and now has become a
traditional autumn event
Money raised from this year's Longest
Yard still has not been tabulated, but the
fraternity will accept contributions until
the week of the JMU Homecoming, Nov. 8.
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